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Abstract
The use of touchscreen devices for communication purposes has been shown to be effective in the literature; however,
there is little research in the effectiveness of applying naturalistic teaching approaches in developing discriminative
requesting in young children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD). Two participants between the ages of 3 and 5,
who were non-vocal, were taught to select a target symbol
when presented with varying number of non-target symbols. Behavioral therapists who frequently interacted with
the participants were trained to implement the intervention
during playtime within their natural environment. We used
a multiple probe design across different field sizes to evaluate the effects of the intervention. Results revealed that
the symbol discrimination training and naturalistic teaching
methods yielded high-to-medium effects on the acquisition
of discriminative requesting and the generalization of such
skills across novel stimuli.
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Speech and language developmental delays are
prevalent among children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) [1]. These deficits may impact the children’s
ability to communicate both verbally and nonverbally
[1]. A significant body of literature exists pertaining to
the use of aided augmentative alternative communication (AAC) systems to teach communication skills in
children with ASD- to overcome such deficits [2]. Aided
AAC systems, as a subcategory under the umbrella of

AAC, require the use of external devices, which range
from low-tech (e.g., picture exchange communication
system [PECS]) to high-tech (e.g., laptops with synthesized speech output, tablets with dedicated AAC applications), to convey a message [3].
Speech-generating devices (SGDs) have become
a prominent method for individuals with ASD [4]. Evidence suggests that SGDs have a significant impact on
improving functional communication skills in children
with ASD [5,6]. Touchscreen devices have opened a
new avenue in the AAC field that enables the use of
such sophisticated computers such as dedicated SGDs.
Empirical evidence has shown that iPads or iPods with
AAC applications are effective in improving functional
communication skills that vary in their complexity from
a simple single-step request (i.e., selecting 1 symbol)
to more advanced multistep responses (i.e., activating
multiple symbols across different pages) [7]. Beside requesting, iPad/iPod Touch has been used successfully in
improving labeling [8,9] and answering questions [10].
The ultimate objective of AAC interventions is for
individuals to functionally communicate and socially
interact with others in their natural environment [11].
The literature has documented the use of either teacher-lead (i.e., discrete trial training; DTT) or a child-directed teaching format (i.e., natural environment training;
NET) to attain this goal [2,12]. The foremost distinction
between these two teaching approaches is that NET
uses a child’s current interests or motivation to teach
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a variety of communication skills, especially manding/
requesting [13]. Natural environment training, as a
teaching procedure, requires that an adult or the teacher conduct the following steps: (a) Enrich the environment with the child’s preferred items, (b) Wait for the
child to demonstrate interest by reaching or pointing at
a preferred item, (c) Prompt the target response when
needed, and (d) Reinforce the occurrence of the target
response (e.g., pointing to a picture on a commutation
book, selecting a symbol on a display screen) by delivering the desired item.
Adapting naturalistic teaching approaches (e.g., incidental teaching, time delay, NET) in developing language skills has several advantages compared with
more structured and systematic teaching strategies.
The primary advantage is that such teaching strategies
help to facilitate the use of language across novel circumstances within the natural environment and reduce
the disruptive behaviors that typically occur to avoid or
escape aversive situations [13-15]. Natural environment
training has been used in the literature to teach different verbal behaviors such as, manding for information
and manding for missing items [16,17]. The investigators of the previously cited studies manipulated the environment to motivate the participants to request specific reinforces or tact items/actions.
A small number of studies have utilized naturalistic teaching approaches to train individuals with ASD
to use tablets for communication purposes [18-20]. In
these three studies, the interventions were implemented during snack time [18], playtime [19,20] and by the
participants’ common communication partners (i.e.,
parents, teachers, behavioral therapists) [18]. However, the teaching method was child-led in only two of
the studies [19,20], meaning that the instruction began
when the child demonstrated an interest in an item by
reaching, trying to grab, or gazing at it.
Another fundamental objective of communication
interventions is to expedite the development of language acquisition of individuals who use AAC that it will
be comparable to their peers with typical development.
The display design of AAC modalities may enhance the
ability of these individuals to reach such a level [21].
However, many studies that focused on using tablets as
dedicated SGDs were limited in that the display design
of the device would not permit individuals with ASD to
effectively communicate [22]. For example, the participants in most studies were taught to select a symbol to
express general request (e.g., I want more) when the
display design depicted a single symbol and other distractors or blank icons [20,23]. The other studies that
configured the tablet to display a more extensive field
size (i.e., number of symbols on the display screen) did
not directly expose their participants to symbol-discrimination training prior to teaching augmented communication skills [18].
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Discrimination training plays a vital role in the systematic teaching of skills in different domains such as
communication, social, academic, and daily living skills.
Such training refers to the reinforcement of a behavior
when it occurs under specific circumstances, but not in
others [24]. For example, a child selects a symbol of a
toy when there is a picture that corresponds to the toy
in view and does not select symbols of other referents.
Several instructional strategies have been reported to
be effective at establishing discrimination skills: Stimulus prompting (e.g., altering specific features of a discriminative stimulus [25]) and response prompting (e.g.,
assisting the individual to respond correctly to the discriminative stimulus [26]).
To date, there have been only two studies that have
directly focused on teaching symbol discrimination
when using tablets for requesting [19,27]. Lorah and
colleagues (2014) [27] used within-stimulus prompting
and prompt fading to teach four preschool children with
ASD to discriminate between the target symbol (i.e.,
a picture of a preferred item) and other distractors/
non-target symbols (i.e., neutral items). The procedure
focused on symbol discrimination training by gradually increasing the filed size of preferred, neutral, and
non-preferred or blank symbols on the display screen.
Overall, the study showed viable findings on the efficacy of the training procedure to teach symbol discrimination using the iPad to request a specific item. There
were, however, few areas of concern in this study include lack of generalization probes, social validity, and
natural teaching procedure.
Similarly, Lorah (2016) [19] expanded the previously conducted study [27] by slightly modifying the symbol discrimination training and conducting the sessions
within the natural setting. The investigator used constant-time delay and full-physical prompting to teach
three children with ASD, between the ages of 3 and 4
years, to select the target symbols that corresponded
to preferred items when being presented with a larger
field size (a total of 4 symbols of preferred items). The
result indicated that the training procedure was effective in developing discriminative requesting repertoire
in young children with ASD. One of the primary limitations of this study was the use of less rigorous mastery
or acquisition criteria (80% or higher of independent
and accurate requesting across two sessions) to transition from one phase to the other.
The present study aimed to expand upon previous
studies [19,27] and to contribute to the literature by
focusing on modifying the PECS Phase III to teach general/generic and discriminative requesting (i.e., selecting play symbol to access different preferred toys) in a
natural environment. Generic requesting was targeted
to keep the symbols and the field size consistent and to
prevent the need to change the field size based on the
participants’ dynamic preferences. In addition, the use
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of generic symbols instead of pictures that correspond
to preferred items allows adding potent reinforcers and
remove less preferred items, which result in keeping the
participants’ motivated to request to play throughout
the study. Therefore, the purpose of the study was to
determine whether (a) Applying naturalistic teaching
approaches will facilitate the development of discriminative requesting in young children with ASD, (b) Utilizing modified version of PECS Phase III training procedure will improve symbol discrimination when using an
iPad-based-SGD for requesting, and (c) Generalizing of
discriminative requesting will occur across other preferred items and behavioral therapists.

Method
Participants
A local applied behavior analysis (ABA) therapy service provider in the South-Central region of the United States was screened to recruit participants for the
study. Out of 22 children with ASD and/or developmental disabilities, two participants, between the ages of 3
and 5, meet the following inclusion criteria: (a) A diagnosis of ASD made either by a medical professional or
a school psychologist, (b) Absent or weak mand repertoire based on the Verbal Behavior-Milestones Assessment and Placement Program [28] Barriers Assessment,
(c) No visual and/or hearing impairments that would
prevent the participant from manipulating an iPad, and
(d) No previous history of using an iPad with Proloquo2Go. Informed consent was obtained from all individual
participants included in the study. Refer to Table 1 for
information about each participant’s communication
skills characteristics.
Erin was a three-year-old boy diagnosed with ASD.
He did not use vocal communication functionally and
frequently engaged in challenging behaviors (e.g.,
screaming, crying, hitting, biting) as a means of communicating wants or rejecting aversive or undesirable stimuli. Prior to the study, Erin was receiving training on the
use of PECS Phase IIIB. However, he was having difficulty reaching mastery in this Phase, especially locating the
picture card that corresponded to the preferred item.
He needed hand-over-hand prompting to discriminate
between pictures (a mixture of colored line drawings
and real photographs) of preferred and non-preferred

items when using the communication book for requesting. One of Erin’s goals in his current program was to independently request eight items using pictures or vocalizations when preferred items were presented to him.
Jacob was a five-year-old boy diagnosed with severe
ASD. He was not able to use vocal communication functionally; therefore, he often engaged in self-injurious
behaviors (e.g., head banging) and aggression toward
others (e.g., hair grabbing) to express wants, especially when his prelinguistic communication forms were
not understood by unfamiliar people. Jacob had prior
exposure to PECS Phases IIIB at the time of the study.
However, he had difficulty reaching mastery in this
Phase. He was not able to discriminate between target
symbols and non-target (i.e., distractors). Besides, Jacob engaged in self-stimulatory behavior while holding
the picture card after locating it on the communication
book. He tended to flap the picture card on the tip of
his fingers repeatedly instead of reaching to the communication partner and releasing the picture card. One
of Jacob’s goals on social-communication skills was to
use up to two words to request using total communication forms, such as vocalizations, word approximations,
signs, gestures, and picture exchange.

Setting
The study took place in ABA therapy center, specifically in a play area where the participants typically spent
their leisure time playing with their behavioral therapists. The placement was chosen for two reasons: (a) To
allow the participants to receive natural contingencies
[31] and (b) To enhance generalization of discriminative
requesting [32]. The session’s length was 5 min long,
conducted twice per day, four times per week, over the
course of 12 weeks (48 days in total). There was a 5 min
break between consecutive sessions. The format of the
session was child-directed, meaning that the child led
the session by freely selecting preferred toys. Baseline
and intervention sessions were videotaped to collect reliability and treatment integrity data.

Experimental design
We used single-case experimental design [33], specifically a multiple-probe design [34] across different field
sizes (i.e., 1, 2, 4 symbols) to determine the impact of the

Table 1: Participants communication skills characteristics.
Participants
1
Possibility of ASD
Prelinguistic skills
VP-MAPP
Milestone
Barrier
3
ABAS-2
Communication domain

Erin
89 (very likely)
Gestures, vocalizations, word
approximations (e.g., pa, by)

Jacob
100 (very likely)
Gestures, vocalizations, word
approximations (e.g., bye, hi)

Level 1
3 (Weak)

Level 1
4 (Absent)

Extremely low

Extremely low

2

Note: Autism Index (AI) score on Gilliam Autism Rating Scale-Third Edition (GARS-3 [29]); 2Verbal Behavior-Milestones
Assessment and Placement Program (VB-MAPP [28]); 3Adaptive Behavior Assessment System-Second edition (ABAS-2 [30]).
1
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Figure 1: Display screen across different field sizes for intervention and generalization phases.

intervention. Baseline probes were collected for the single
symbol field size for both participants. When the baseline
data reached stability (i.e., no more than 5% variability on
the dependent measure), the intervention was introduced
for the single symbol field size till the participants met the
acquisition criteria (i.e., 80% or higher across three consecutive days). The intervention was then introduced across
the other field sizes in the same manner as the previous
field size. Before the implementation of the intervention
on the 2 and 4 symbols field sizes, baseline probes were
conducted to assess the participants’ ability to discriminate between symbols in a larger field size.

Materials
A 16GB Apple iPad II loaded with Proloquo2Go application [35] was used as a dedicated SGD. The iPad was
configured based on the different number of symbols in
each field size. The target symbol (i.e., play) in all field sizes
showed a colored line drawing of a brown teddy bear, a
Alzrayer and Banda. Int Arch Commun Disord 2018, 1:009

ball, and a red car toy. Selecting the symbol activated the
synthetic voice output that labeled the icon “play” (See
Figure 1). The synthetic voice output for the other non-target symbols was inactive, meaning that touching them did
not produce the synthetic voice output. During generalization, the configuration was the same for the baseline,
intervention, and maintenance sessions. However, the target symbol was a colored line drawing of a brown box with
several toys. It was done to assess the participants’ ability
to generalize symbol discrimination across different symbols. The location of the symbols as well as the placement
of the iPad were rotated prior to the start of each session
to (a) Prevent position bias of symbol or iPad selection and
(b) Prompt scanning the array before activating the target
symbol. The target and the non-target symbols displayed
pictures only without accompanying texts.

Modified PECS phase III
The typical procedure used in PECS Phase III was
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modified to promote the acquisition of discriminative
requesting using high-tech SGDs. To reach mastering
for PECS Phase III, the learner is required to do the following: (a) Reach for the communication book, (b) Scan
the arrays of symbols that correspond to preferred and
non-preferred items, (c) Locate the picture card of the
preferred item, (d) Pick up the card and hand it to the
communication partner. We have aimed to lessen the
response effort of the previous procedure by changing
the topography of the access method (i.e., touching instead of pulling and handing a picture card) and the type
of symbols (i.e., general instead of specific for each object). To access preferred items during play, the participants must reach for the iPad, scan the array, find and
activate the target symbol correctly and independently.

Data collection methods
The number of independent and prompted discriminative requesting was counted as the primary dependent measures. Independent discriminative requesting
was defined as activating the play symbol on the page
screen by touching the icon once with enough pressure
using the tip of the fingers to produce the synthetic
voice output. Discriminative requesting was considered
prompted when it occurred within 1-5 s of gestures,
verbal, and physical prompts provided by the behavioral
therapists. Further, incorrect responses were also measured throughout the study to analyze the type of errors
that the participants frequently exhibited. Responses
were considered incorrect if they fell into one or more
of the following categories: (a) Random selection- randomly tapping the main screen; (b) Inactivation- touching the symbol without enough force to activate the
synthetic voice output; (c) Multiple selection- tapping
a symbol multiple times; and (d) Distractors- selecting
other distractor/non-target symbols.

Training behavioral therapists
The first author trained the behavioral therapistswho delivered instructions to the participants - to
conduct the baseline, intervention, and generalization
sessions. The training consisted of the following: (a) Explaining the purpose of the study, the target response,
and the procedure across all phases; (b) Presenting correct and incorrect examples of the procedures and the
target response; and (c) Role-playing the procedures
for all phases, which occurred between the first author
and the behavioral therapists. Following the training,
the behavioral therapists used the treatment integrity
checklist to evaluate the accuracy of the procedure implementation during the role play during baseline and
intervention. Once the behavioral therapists attained
100% accuracy on the treatment integrity, baseline sessions were conducted.

Preference assessment
Using the Indirect Preference Assessment Interview
Alzrayer and Banda. Int Arch Commun Disord 2018, 1:009

Protocol [36], parents and behavioral therapists were
interviewed, either in person or via the phone, to determine the participants’ preferred items. The suggested
lists of preferred toys were used to conduct direct preference assessment.
For direct preference assessment, a contrived free-operant preference assessment was conducted to select
each participant’s preferred toys [37]. The behavioral
therapist presented a single toy, one at a time, for each
participant to sample for roughly 15-25 s. After sampling, a total of 3-5 toys were placed randomly on the
floor, and the participant was told to play with the toys.
Three elements were recorded during the sessions: Approach (e.g., reaching, eye gazing), engagement (e.g.,
manipulating the toys), and duration (i.e., time spent
interacting with each toy). The sessions were 5 min long
and conducted 2-3 times per day across four consecutive days. The results of the preference assessment indicated that Erin’s preferred toys were music toys, sensory activities (e.g., dry rice or pasta in a sensory bin),
and music videos. Jacob, on the other hand, mainly preferred sensory and fidget toys (e.g., tangle toy, spinners,
ball). These items were used during baseline, intervention, and maintenance phases.

Procedure
Baseline: Each baseline session consisted of 10 trials where the participants were given an opportunity to
initiate a communication using the iPad. Prior to each
session, the iPad, which was openly displaying the main
page that showed the play symbol, was placed within
the participants’ reach. The behavioral therapists commenced the sessions by structuring the environment to
include several of the participants’ items. Each trial began by conducting in-vivo preference assessment. The
assessment was conducted by placing 4 to 6 preferred
toys randomly around the play area, either on the
ground or at the table, during playtime. The behavioral
therapists instructed the participants to play with the
toys. When the participants emitted a behavior indicator (e.g., reading, pointing, gazing) or an interest to play
with a toy, all other toys were removed, and they were
allowed to play with the selected toy for at least 5 s.
Then, the behavioral therapists created an opportunity
for the participants to initiate a request by gently taking away the selected toy for 5 s and while saying, “my
turn”. If the participants initiated a request by pressing
the “play” symbol on the iPad during the 5-s interval,
the behavioral therapists said nothing and gave back
the toy to the child by the end of the interval. For incorrect and no responses that occurred during the 5-s
interval, the behavioral therapists said nothing and gave
the participants access to the toys by the end of the interval. The participants were given 15 s to play with the
selected toy for correct, incorrect, and no responses.
The reason for applying fixed ratio schedule of natural
reinforcement was to keep the participants motivated
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to interact with the therapists throughout the session.
The behavioral therapists played with the participants
during the 15 s to maintain a natural context. During
this phase, the behavioral therapists did not provide
prompts (e.g., verbal, gestural, physical) verbal praise
or social reinforcements.
Intervention: The procedure was identical to the
baseline, except that the behavioral therapists provided
most-to-least prompting, progressive-time delay, and
differential reinforcement to teach the participants to
use the iPad to request to play with preferred toys [38].
Also, prompting was delivered, when needed, after the
participants attempted to reach for the toy during the 5
s interval to ensure that participants were motivated to
initiate a request using the iPad.
0 s-delay: The first four sessions of the intervention
for each field size, the behavioral therapists provided
immediate, full physical prompts by holding the participant’s hand to select the play symbol when the interruption occurred. When the participants activated the
target symbol with hand-over-hand prompting, the behavioral therapists provided verbal feedback by saying,
“that is right, you want to play!” and gave them 20 s to
play with the selected toy (i.e., fixed interval schedule
of reinforcement). Also, the behavioral therapists provided verbal praise (e.g., good job asking) and social reinforcement (e.g., high fives, tickles) for the prompted
responses.
1-5 s delay: The behavioral therapists provided partial physical prompt (i.e., slightly touching the participant’s wrist) when no response occurred over 1 to 5 s
interval. In the first two trials, the behavioral therapists
delayed the delivery of the prompts by 1 s, then the
delay increased by an additional 1 s in the subsequent
set of trials until reaching a terminal delay of 5 s. If the
participants initiated the discriminative requesting independently prior to the delivery of the prompts, the
behavioral therapists immediately delivered the toy to
play for 25 s and said, “that’s right, you want to play!”
For prompted responses, the behavioral therapists said
nothing while giving the selected toys back to the participants and gave them 20 s to play. When the participants made errors using the iPad to request, the behavioral therapists used full-physical prompts to ensure
the occurrence of the target response. For incorrect discriminative requesting, the behavioral therapists gave
the participants 20 s to play with the selected toy and
said nothing.
When the participants used the iPad to perform the
discriminative requesting independently for at least
50% of the trials across four consecutive sessions, the
intrusiveness of the prompt decreased further from
partial-physical to verbal (i.e., providing verbal instruction to touch the play symbol) and gestural (i.e., pointing to the target symbol) prompts. Further, verbal and
social reinforcements were provided only for indepenAlzrayer and Banda. Int Arch Commun Disord 2018, 1:009

dent discriminative requesting when the participants
independently used the iPad to request at least 50% of
the trials across four consecutive sessions.
Generalization: Pre-and post-intervention generalization probes were conducted to test the participants’
ability to generalize discriminative requesting using the
iPad across new preferred toys and other behavioral therapists who frequently interact with the participants. Erin’s preferred items that were tested for generalization were the following: Slide ball baby rattle toy,
kinetic™ sand, and water beads. Jacob’s preferred toys
that were used during this phase were liquid timers, and
pin impression toy, and glitter wand. The procedure was
identical to the one that was used during the baseline.
Probes were implemented twice per week over a threeweek period. There was a one-week gap between the
last intervention session and the first generalization
probe to prevent the possible carry-over effect.
Maintenance: The probes were carried out using
the same baseline procedure to assess the participants’
ability to maintain the acquired discriminative requesting using the iPad postintervention phase. There was a
two-week gap between the last generalization probe
and the first maintenance probe. The probes were conducted twice per week for two weeks.

Interobserver agreement
To check the reliability of the collected data, an independent observer (a graduate student with a background in ABA) reviewed the videotaped baseline and
intervention videotaped sessions. The reliability data
were collected for 33% of the videotaped sessions for
each baseline, intervention phase for each participant.
A trial-by-trial method was used to calculate the agreement by summing the number of agreements and dividing that number by the total number of agreements
and disagreements multiplied by 100. For Erin, the
agreement was 100% for the baseline and intervention
sessions across different field sizes. Similarly, the agreement for Jacob’s baseline sessions was 100% across all
field sizes, and the intervention sessions averaged 100,
99, and 87 for symbol 1, 2, and 4, respectively.

Procedural fidelity
The first author checked the procedural fidelity using two separate checklists (baseline, intervention) live
for 100% of the sessions in each phase for both participants. The procedural fidelity was calculated by dividing
the number of correctly performed steps by the total
number of steps multiplied by 100. The results yielded
an average of 99, 96, 96, 100, and 100% for Erin and 100,
95, 95, 96, and 97% for Jacob across the baseline, a 0-s
delay, a 1-5-s delay, generalization, and maintenance,
respectively. Furthermore, the independent observer,
who collected the interobserver agreement (IOA) data,
also checked the IOA on the procedural fidelity. The
independent observer reviewed the same videos that
• Page 6 of 13 •
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Figure 2: Number of independent requesting across different field sizes for Erin.

were used for calculating the IOA. The agreement between the first author and the independent observer
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was 100% for the baseline and intervention sessions
across different field sizes and participants.
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Social validity
The social validity of the study was assessed using
a questionnaire that contained several statements rated using a 4-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly
disagree) to 4 (strongly agree). The behavioral therapists, who implemented the intervention, reported that
manding was deficient in the participants’ repertoire
and that targeting such skills was critical; the average
rating was 4 (strongly agree). The behavioral therapists
also agreed that the participants exhibited improvement in independent manding after the implementation of the intervention and that the change was socially significant (average rating: 3.9 [agree]). Similarly,
the behavioral therapists reported that the intervention
was both practical and cost-efficient (average rating: 3.3
[agree]). Concerning ecological validity, the behavioral
therapists reported their willingness to use the intervention after the discontinuation of the study (average
rating: 3.5 [agree]).

Results
We used visual analysis to determine the degree of
experimental effects of the intervention. Figure 2 and
Figure 3 illustrate the participants’ performance in both
prompted and independent discriminative requesting.
In addition, we used Tau-U to measure the magnitude
of the intervention’s effectiveness [39]. Tau-U, as a
nonparametric effect size, overpowers other nonoverlap indices in that it considers the intervention trend
and provides the option to control unwanted baseline
trend when measuring the lack of overlap between
two phases [39]. The weighted average Tau-U effect
size was 1.00 with a 95% confidence interval (CI) (0.50,
1.00), 0.98 with 95% CI (0.51, 1.00), and 0.85 with 95%
CI (0.31, 1.00) for the filed size of 1, 2, and 4 symbols,
respectively. The results indicated a medium-to-strong
effect and statistical significance (p = 0.00) for all three
phases.

Erin
1 symbol: Erin did not select the play symbol when his
play was interrupted. He met the acquisition criteria after the seventh session and averaged 5.88 (standard deviation (SD) = 3.48). The data revealed a gradual change
in level, positive trend, and high variability. There was
no overlap between the baseline and the intervention
data points. When the intervention was implemented,
the data showed an immediate change compared with
the level and the trend of the baseline data. The largest number of errors that occurred was multiple selections, averaging 0.88 (SD = 0.83). Erin’s discriminative
requesting during the generalization probes averaged
5.50 (SD = 4.04). The data points indicated a positive
trend with high variability, and the levels were clustered
around the upper side of the vertical axis. There were a
few overlapping data points between the generalization
and the baseline phases. During maintenance, Erin avAlzrayer and Banda. Int Arch Commun Disord 2018, 1:009

eraged 9.8 (SD = 0.50). The data points were high, and
there was a slight decrease in trend with low variability
and no overlap. The Tau-U was 1.00 with 90% CI (0.40,
1.00), which indicates a strong effect and statistical significance (p = 0.01).
2 symbols: During the baseline sessions, Erin’s discriminative requesting averaged 0.75 (SD = 0.96). The
data points were mainly in the lower level around the
vertical axis and exhibited a slight positive trend and low
variability. In the majority of the trials, Erin made incorrect responses by selecting the play symbol multiple
times, averaging 2.5 (SD = 3.00). Erin met the acquisition
criteria after the sixth session, and his performance averaged 8.17 (SD = 0.75). The data points exhibited a clear
change in level with an upward trend, slight variability,
and no overlap. There was an immediate change in the
data points when delayed prompting was implemented
after a 0-s delay. During generalization probes, the data
points averaged 9.17 (SD = 2.04), and they were high in
level and exhibited a positive trend with low variability
and no overlap. Erin was successful at using the iPad to
request in all trials across all maintenance probes. The
data points showed a high level and no trend, variability, or overlap. The Tau-U effect size indicated a medium
effect, 0.79 with 90% CI (0.15, 1.00) and statistical significance (p = 0.00).
4 symbols: Erin used the iPad to request in a few trials during the baseline, and his averaged performance
was 1.00 (SD = 1.15). The data points were low in their
level around the y-axis and exhibited a slight upward
trend with low variability. Erin frequently tapped on the
play symbol repeatedly when his play was interrupted
during the baseline phase, and his errors averaged 3.75
(SD = 4.35). For this field size, Erin met the acquisition
criteria after the sixth session, and his performance averaged 8.33 (SD = 2.42). During the delayed-prompting
condition, his data points were high and exhibited a positive trend with high variability and no overlap. There
was an immediate change in the data points when the
intervention was introduced. During generalization, Erin
averaged 9.83 (SD = 0.41), and the data exhibited a high
level with no trend, low variability, and no overlap. For
the maintenance probes, independent discriminative
request occurred in each trial across all probes. The
data points were high in level and exhibited no trend,
variability, or overlap. The Tau-U was 0.83 with 90% CI
(0.19, 1.00), which indicates a medium effect and statistical significance (p = 0.03).

Jacob
1 symbol: The discriminative requesting did not occur during baseline. Jacob met the acquisition criteria
after the 10th session, and his performance averaged
7.00 (SD = 2.45). The data exhibited a gradual change
in level, a positive trend with variable data points, and
no overlap. There was an immediate change in the data
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Figure 3: Number of independent requesting across different field sizes for Jacob.

points after implementing the prompt delay. Jacob was
successful at using the iPad to request new toys across
Alzrayer and Banda. Int Arch Commun Disord 2018, 1:009

another behavioral therapist, and his performance averaged 7.83 (SD = 2.48). The data exhibited a high level,
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an upward trend with high variability, and no overlap.
Jacob continued to use the iPad to request during the
maintenance condition, and his performance averaged
8.75 (SD = 1.26). The data points were high in level
and exhibited a positive trend with low variability and
no overlap. The Tau-U effect size was 1.00 with 90% CI
(0.42, 1.00), which indicates a strong effect and statistical significance (p = 0.00).
2 symbols: Jacob selected the play symbol to request in a few trials in one baseline session. Jacob’s performance averaged 0.50 (SD = 1.00). Frequently, Jacob
initiated an incorrect discriminative request by tapping
on the play symbol multiple times when his play was
interrupted; his errors averaged 3.50 (SD = 4.12). During
the delayed prompting, Jacob met the acquisition criteria after the 12th session, and his performance averaged
6.67 (SD = 2.53). The data exhibited a gradual change
in level, an upward trend with variable data points, and
a few overlapping data points. There was pronounced
change in the data points after the introduction of the
delayed prompting. During the generalization probe, Jacob’s performance averaged 9.50 (SD = 0.84), and the
data points were high in level and exhibited a positive
trend with slight variability and no overlap. Similarly,
the discriminative request occurred in each trial across
all the maintenance sessions. Therefore, the data points
exhibited a high level, no trend, variability, and overlap.
The Tau-U effect size indicated a strong effect, 0.98 with
90% CI (0.41, 1.00), and statistical significance (p = 0.00).
4 symbols: Independent use of the iPad to request
occurred once in a baseline session and Jacob’s performance averaged 0.25 (SD = 0.50). Jacob’s most common error made was selecting the play symbol multiple
items; his errors averaged 3.75 (SD = 4.79). During the
delayed prompting condition, Jacob met the acquisition
criteria after the third session, and his performance averaged 8.83 (SD = 0.75). The intervention data points
exhibited a clear high level, no trend with low variability, and no overlap. There was an immediate change in
the data points after the introduction of the delayed
prompting. During the generalization probes, Jacob
performance averaged 8.83 (SD = 1.83), and the data
exhibited a high level, a positive trend, low variability,
and no overlap. Jacob continued to use the iPad to request to play, and his performance averaged 7.50 (SD =
1.29). The data points exhibited a high level, a positive
trend with variability, and no overlap. The Tau-U was
0.88 with 90% CI (0.23, 1.00), which indicates a medium
effect and statistical significance (p = 0.03).

Discussion
The purpose of this study was to investigate the efficacy of applying NET to develop discriminative requesting in young children with ASD. The study also assessed
whether the participants could generalize the acquired
skills across novel stimuli. Per the visual analysis and the
effect size measurement, the results indicated that NET
Alzrayer and Banda. Int Arch Commun Disord 2018, 1:009

was effective at teaching discriminative requesting of
young children with ASD, which further supports the results of previous studies [18-20]. Indeed, several studies
have demonstrated the effectiveness of incorporating
naturalistic teaching approaches with low-tech SGDs in
developing functional communication, operational, or
strategical skills [40,41].
Furthermore, the participants were successful at
using the iPad to request across other stimuli (i.e.,
preferred items, behavioral therapists) that were not
included in the training sessions. These results are
consistent with those of previous studies in which the
generalization of communication skills using SGDs was
demonstrated across people and locations [41] as well
as different preferred items [20]. Integrating various
reinforcers (i.e., preferred items) and common communication partners that interact with the participants
frequently throughout the day may have facilitated the
generalization of the mands. Programming for generalization by incorporating common stimuli found in the
natural environment is a well-established technique for
developing the occurrence of the target behaviors in
novel circumstances [42].
Regarding the modified procedure of PECS Phase
III, the participants attained mastery across all fields
of a different number of symbols, suggesting that the
symbol discrimination training procedure was effective
at teaching discriminative requesting. The participants
required a different number of sessions to reach the
acquisition criteria. For the fields of 1 and 2 symbols,
they required an average of nine sessions to meet the
acquisition criteria and an average of six sessions for the
field of 4 symbols. Surprisingly, the number of distractor
symbols in the display screen did not affect the participants’ acquisition speed. In fact, the participants required fewer trials to meet the acquisition criteria when
there were more distractor symbols compared with the
other phases with fewer distractors. Our results support
the previous research in which symbol discrimination
training led to the acquisition of more complex discriminated mands [19,27].
The primary factor that may have contributed to the
rapid acquisition of discriminative requesting was giving
the participants the opportunity to initiate a response
by emitting behavior indicators. Behavior indicators-in
the forms of reaching, pointing, gazing, or guiding
someone’s hand toward an item- occur in the presence
of preferred items. These indicators communicate that
the child is motivated to access these items [43]. The
occurrence of behavior indicators helps to select the
optimal opportunity to teach the child the appropriate
form of communication. Child-initiated responses using
high-tech AAC modalities have shown to develop functional communication skills [40,41]. In these studies,
the participants were given an opportunity to request
only when they showed an interest in an item, which
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ensured that their response was under the control of
motivating operation to be a true request [44].
The positive outcomes of the study are most likely
due to the use of a single symbol that, upon activation,
produced a general request to play with several preferred items. The decision to not include a specific icon
for each preferred item stemmed from the participants’
preferences changing over time, which made it difficult
to vary the number of included symbols throughout
the study. One of the primary advantages of teaching
generic or general is that this method permits the participants to encounter different preferred items when
selecting a single symbol [45]. In addition, enriching the
environment with participants’ current preferred toys
helps to facilitate stimulus generalization, increase ecological validity, and maintain motivation or interest to
request preferred items.
The participants showed rapid acquisition of discriminative requesting using the iPad compared to the
difficulties they faced when using PECS. Other factors
could have contributed to their difficulties, such as inconsistency or inaccuracy in implementation. Response
effort may be the reason behind the rapid acquisition
of augmented requesting. Johnston, Reichle, and Evans
(2004) [46] have discussed factors that determine the
efficiency of alternative communication form, response
effort, a schedule of reinforcement, an immediacy of
reinforcement, and quality of reinforcement. Response
effort refers to the physical, emotional, and cognitive
demands that a response requires from the individual.
The alternative verbal behavior must be equal or less in
response effort for the individual to engage in this response. For some children with ASD, activating a symbol
on a device is less effortful compared to exchanging a
picture to access a preferred item. In a study conducted by [47], the investigators compared between two
different requesting topographies (iPad and picture exchange-PE) in terms or acquisition and preference. The
results indicated that the participants showed preference and increased rates of requesting using the iPad.
The investigators mentioned that response effort might
be one of the factors that contributed to the surpassing
of the iPad compared to PE.
Moreover, iconicity-the correspondence between
the symbol and its referent-plays a vital role in symbol
learnability [48]. Fuller (1997) [49] described the degree
of iconicity in three distinctly different levels as transparent (i.e., highly iconic), translucent (i.e., moderately
iconic), and opaque (i.e., little to no iconicity). Considerable evidence suggests that symbols that strongly
resemble their referents are more learned easily compared with symbols with a lower iconicity level [50].
Despite the iconicity hypothesis, the participants in the
current study learned to select a translucent symbol
(i.e., the play icon) to grant access to various preferred
toys. The results are consistent with those of a previous
Alzrayer and Banda. Int Arch Commun Disord 2018, 1:009

study in which the participants exhibited no difference
in their ability to use transparent or translucent symbols
to request preferred items [51].
Overall, the results of this study, albeit preliminary,
support and extend the existing literature evaluating
the effects of naturalistic teaching approaches in the development of discriminative requesting using high-tech
SGDs. Future research needs to replicate the findings
across individuals with ASD with varying characteristics.

Limitations and Future Research
Several limitations should be considered when interpreting the results of this study. First, even though
the participants were similar in their clinical and demographical characteristics, the small sample size prevents
the generalization of the results to other young children
with ASD. Second, because the investigation was limited
to general single-step requesting, future studies should
investigate whether symbol discrimination training
would facilitate the development of advanced discriminative social-communication skills. In addition, since
the field size was limited to 4 symbols, future research
should also explore several factors pertaining to the display design, such as the number, location, size, and the
level of iconicity of the symbols [48] to further determine the effectiveness of symbols’ discrimination training. Further, since the intervention was implemented
using multiple-probe design across field sizes, there was
a possibility that the results were affected by carry-over
effect due to the fact the different number of symbols in
each field size was not independent. Therefore, the participants’ performance in the field with 2 symbols might
have been affected by the previous exposure of a single
symbol field size. Future studies are recommended to
replicate the results using more rigorous experimental
design (e.g., changing-criterion design).
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